Moreover, it lacks,the characteristic pain in, behind, and on movement of, the eyes found in sandfly fever. Anorexia is invariable and far greater than in sand-fly fever; in fact the importance of the initial anorexia cannot be over-emphasized and is so complete that all food may be refused for two or more days. Disinclination for smoking is also present. Nausea is common, but vomiting unusual. The tongue is clean, but a taste variously described as ' ^er ProS>'ess is summed up in the following Journal, i, 12th February, 1944, p. 211)
The subjects studied in this investigation were 100 healthy students and laboratory workers, 71 With sweating there is a considerable loss of salt. Borchart has shown that the ratio of potassium to sodium in the sweat is greater than in the plasma and in agreement with this he found after an exposure to tropical conditions a definite fall in the potassium concentration of the plasma occurred. The change in sodium concentration in his experiments was comparatively small. If the temperatures in Borchart's observations be graphed against the ratio of sodium to potassium in the serum, it will be found that the correlation, with two explicable exceptions, is remarkably good. High temperatures result in a high ratio. The reverse is probably also true and it seems probable that the disturbance in temperature on exposure to warm conditions is not due altogether to the difficulty in losing heat but also to a disturbance in the ratio of sodium to potassium in the body. The sweating, appearing in the first instance as a regulating response against increase in temperature causes, as a consequence of the greater loss in potassium, the standard temperature towards which the body regulates to rise above the normal level. Observations by Kuno and others support this. When a man is kept under very warm conditions he continues for a time to sweat freely but then quite suddenly the sweating ceases. The correct interpretation of this may be that the standard temperature has passed the actual and the heat dissipating mechanisms are shut down. The individual is then at the onset of heat pyrexia in which contracted skin vessels and the dry skin certify that the temperature which the body endeavours to maintain is at a new high and dangerous level, which will be maintained after the external conditions have ceased to be unfavourable to heat loss.
Conclusions
The dangers of excessively warm conditions are twofold. The first is the danger of collapse from diminution of the distension of the circulation resulting partly from a dilatation of the circulatory bed and partly from a loss of fluid into the intercellular spaces and through the sweat. The second danger is that an excessive loss of K changing the ratio of Na : K may H6 THE INDIAN MEDICAL GAZETTE [Feb., 1945 cause of hyperpyrexia as a result of which the temperature continues to be maintained at a dangerously high level or to mount still higher even 
